0:00 well its about students at Forest Park high school there that we're calling it
0:04 a once in a lifetime chance now they were able to witness the cutting down a tree
0:08 to be used in the NCAA Final Four Court was all thanks to Conner sports in AMAS
0:14 tv6’s reporter Abby Miller has the story
0:20 461 for spark student stood in anticipation as Connor sports from
0:25 Amazon began cutting down the very first tree
0:27 to make the 2015 NCAA men's final four basketball court
0:31 as part of their making the side
0:34 fun event today Connor sport in Forest Park schools provided students with the
0:39 shins about logging and forestry
0:41 and the early stages up making a court an opportunity for them to be able to
0:44 see what happens with the log from here 2008 NCAA poor
0:50 which is so exciting because I don't know that we always think
0:53 apart can go the three will actually go to a sawmill
0:58 warns wisconsin where to cut down on the timber and the other boards are up some
1:02 boards will come back to answer to our
1:04 manufacturing facility where we'll manufacture a portable court
1:08 this property is the school districts forest which may be a bit much more
1:11 personal for the students
1:13 I'm gonna feel good about that kinda interesting because I
1:16 thought they were just using one tree for one piece award but now they
1:20 actually use
1:21 I figured out the actual names like 13 like by piece
1:27 in fact each court takes about one hundred trees but not all will be coming
1:31 from the school districts for it i'm for the kids today's field trip will also
1:34 continue
1:35 into the classroom we will be tracking with this floor from the Florence mail
1:39 to Connors
1:40 we are going to use Google tracker and there's a opportunity for us to escape
1:44 with the schooling
1:45 a couple schools in Indianapolis where there's another part of this project
1:48 that occurs
1:49 this is a just a great example about you know a private corporation
1:53 you know here in Michigan working with the local school district
1:56 and showing what what can be done in a small community in am a fabulous tv6
2:01 news

